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 A decade or more ago, Aeschylus’ Prometheus Bound was removed from the freshman 

seminar reading list to make way for Aristophanes’ The Birds. A tragedy of one punished for 

resistance to the Olympian gods was replaced with a comedy in which the Olympians are 

overthrown. Without having been party to the deliberations, I heard it said third-hand, in 

defense of the change, that it would be good for the reading list to have more comedy. It was a 

thought—a sentiment?—I agreed with, without having an account why. Changes in the reading 

list since then have not followed this principle: after trying The Birds and The Frogs for a decade 

at least, the second Aristophanes play was removed again to enable us to read the whole of the 

Nicomachean Ethics. (I will pass over other sins against comedy.) 

 The fact that the statement was made is peculiar: one would never expect anyone to 

say, it would be good for the reading list to have more tragedy, or more epic poetry. If I were to 

ask, “is reading and discussing tragedy an essential part of a liberal education?” You might 

respond with a laugh—what would such an education amount to without Antigone or Lear? 

Comedy as a genre somehow seems more likely to be neglected—whether true or not—and, as 

a result, it seems to be more in need of defense as part of a liberal education. It’s not hard to 

see why: education is a sustained play for the young in the service of something serious, a kind 

of excellence. This is a pun borrowed from, among other places, Plato’s dialogue, The Laws.2 

Forgive me for explaining this quite familiar play on playing: education, in Greek paideia, is the 

sustained play, paidia, of children, paides, in the service of the opposite of play, the serious as 

such, excellence. The seeming need to defend comedy comes from the sense that comedy is 

 
1 For my understanding of The Laws, I am much indebted to members of an NEH study group in 2013 led by Rob 
Goldberg, with Jeff Black, Joan Silver, Louis Petrich, Eric Salem, and Stuart Umphrey (forgive me if I have forgotten 
any one). I also led precepts on The Laws (2003) and several plays of Aristophanes (2018), where I learned much 
from my students. This lecture is not for quotation without permission: it is very much a work in progress, as the 
notes make clear.  
2 The Laws 643b-d; Strauss 1975, 17.  
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just too playful, too unserious, to serve human excellence—and, in most cases, perhaps, this is 

so.  

 Despite the seeming need to give an account of comedy, it might be wiser to resist the 

temptation: we may view arguments in favor of books based on their genre with suspicion. For 

example, whom should we trust on the excellence of tragedy as such? Aristotle? Nietzsche? 

Aristophanes? Or none of the three, since none wrote tragedies? Who, indeed, can even define 

the genre with sufficient certitude? Does tragedy have a form towards which all tragedies 

aspire? Or is it emergent, malleable, historical? By “comedy,” do I mean performed dramas in 

particular, say The Clouds or Le Misanthrope? Or prose narratives as well, such as Gulliver’s 

Travels or Don Quixote? If we count the latter, perhaps we would say there’s no lack of comedy 

on the seminar reading list.  

 Nevertheless, as is clear, I have already succumbed to the foolish temptation to attempt 

to redeem the all-too-playful by weighing it down with an hour of seriousness (and not for the 

first time). My starting point has been the following peculiar observation: as all know, in The 

Republic, when Socrates and his friends are setting out the best city in speech, Socrates says 

that the poets, Homer, Hesiod, the tragedians and others, must be excluded from their city 

(377b ff.). The tales of the poets do not conform to the noble models set down by the lawgiver, 

for the poets say that the gods are sources of good and evil, that they change shape and 

deceive us, that the gods can be overpowered by laughter (388e), that good and virtuous men 

wail in excess at the loss of friends (387d-388a), that good men praise drinking and eating (and 

sex), and that many happy men are unjust.3  

 

Plato wrote a comparable dialogue, The Laws: a conversation among three old men, it is 

longer and more obscure than The Republic, in which an unnamed Athenian stranger describes 

the second-best city in speech. The stranger is conversing with two Dorians, a Spartan and a 

Cretan, the latter of which, we discover, has been entrusted by his fellow citizens with the 

 
3 Republic 392b. This list is not complete. On moderation, 389e. Socrates notes the importance in the young to be 
moderate in drinking, eating, and sex. This category seems more diffuse. For indulgence in sexual desire, he notes 
the rapes of Theseus and Perithous (391c). Socrates connects this immoderation with Achilles’ disobedience to a 
god, the river Scamander (391b). See also 606 ff.  
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authority to settle a colony, to found the new city of Magnesia. This second-best city in speech, 

is suspended somewhere between the best city simply, and the actual city that will be 

established.  

In the best city, “the things of friends are… common” as far as possible, or more than 

that: women, children, and property are held in common; nothing is “private,” everything is 

shared, even the things “private by nature” (739c). The laws make the city “come as close as 

possible to unity,” and they contain the most correct and most beautiful definition of “the 

extreme with respect to virtue” (739d). The best city cannot be realized; it is a “model” to be 

looked at. The Athenian stranger therefore sets out a second-best city that, while still aiming at 

virtue, is intended to be practicable. The second-best city allows the private by nature to 

remain private: there is marriage, according to personal likes and dislikes, and families hold real 

estate. In the second-best city, as in the best city, the poet is not permitted to create anything 

that differs from the city’s conventional and just version of the beautiful and the good.4 In 

laying out the education of citizens within the second-best city, the stranger therefore again 

prohibits tragedy, for reasons that I will go into later, but he “ordains in law” viewing comedy as 

part of the citizens’ education.5 “Someone who is going to become prudent can’t learn the 

serious things without learning the laughable… one should learn about the [laughable] things 

just for this reason… so that he may never do or say, through ignorance, anything that is 

ridiculous, if he doesn’t have to.”6  

So this, in short, is my proposed path into thinking about the worth of comedy: if 

comedy and tragedy are equally prohibited in the best regime, why is comedy, but not tragedy, 

part of the education ordained in the second-best regime? I confess, this one observation is a 

small peg to hang my hat on; the comments about comedy in The Laws are brief and rare, and 

it is likely I will blow the whole thing out of proportion. I am not insensible to the audacity of 

holding The Republic and The Laws side-by-side for less than an hour—a proper treatment 

would be as long as either. Among my other sins, I will speak at length about a genre of 

 
4 The Laws 801c-d, cf. 660a. The poet is not entirely able to understand what is good, and must be audited by the 
guardians of the laws.  
5 The Laws, 816d-817d. On the incompleteness of the prohibition of tragedy, Strauss 1975, 112.  
6 “Laughable” and “ridiculous” both translate geloios.  
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literature without directly examining any work of literature in that genre: my wish is you may 

correct this fault for me in the question period.  

 

 To get started, as a point of reference, I have to note another difference between the 

two dialogues. For both, there are four cardinal virtues: courage, justice, moderation, and 

wisdom.7 Moreover, the aim of the regime in each case is to establish not one of the virtues, 

but the whole of virtue at once. As we know, the entry point for discussion of the best regime 

(in The Republic) are questions about justice: what is justice? is justice nothing more than the 

advantage of the stronger? Is the just man happier, in himself, than the unjust, not taking into 

account any benefits of a good reputation? (Rep. 367a) By contrast, the discussion of the 

second-best regime begins by setting aside justice, focusing instead on courage and 

moderation. The stranger’s diversion from the path of The Republic could not be clearer: early 

in The Laws, the question is raised, are the good things in life—health, beauty, and wealth—

good for only for the just [and pious], or also for the unjust? (661a-c) The stranger and his 

interlocutor are not able to come to an agreement: the Cretan insists that health, wealth, and 

tyranny can make one happy, even if one is unjust (661e).8 The argument nevertheless 

proceeds on the assumption, untested, that the unjust life is less pleasant than the just life: in 

other words, the whole argument of The Republic is bypassed.9 [As if to legitimate this path of 

the argument, the stranger suggests that justice in practice arises from a mixture of courage 

and moderation.]10  

 

 
7 In The Laws, these are ranked lowest to highest; moderation outranks justice (631d, also 900e). Cf. Republic 427e 
ff. Note, comparing the two lists, prudence (phronesis) in The Laws takes the place of sophia in The Republic—a 
difference in context that warrants discussion (427e).   
8 It would be more correct to say not that he asserts this to be true, but that he refuses to assent to the claim it is 
not true. He feels some shame about it. The Spartan may not agree with the Cretan on this point (696b).  
9 Yet another essential difference, in The Laws, the lawgiver, at the moment of founding, will not change anything 
as regards the gods or temples (738c); the sectors assigned to the gods are laid out simultaneously as the plots of 
land are assigned to families (737e, 740b), in other words, the conventional gods are admitted at the same 
moment that the regime is acknowledged as second-best (739a). In The Republic, the philosophic critique of the 
traditional gods is accepted from the beginning, that is, assumed in the critique of epic poetry, long before the 
community of property or wives is revealed.  
10 Laws 696c: the just does not grow apart from moderation. The view that justice is the advantage of the stronger 
appears much later (890a).  
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 Setting aside justice, The Laws begins instead from courage and moderation. The 

stranger is talking to a Spartan and a Cretan, and in their view, the natural state of things is 

endless war: war between cities, war within cities, and war within the self (625d-626d).11 On 

this hypothesis, virtue is victory over oneself (626e); in learning to withstand pains, fear, and 

suffering in the internal war, one becomes able to endure the same in external war: one thus 

acquires courage (630b-c). Focused on courage, the Dorian education does little to educate in 

the measured enjoyment of pleasures; in other words, the education is deficient on the side of 

moderation (634c).12  

Courage and moderation thus come to sight as complementary virtues: courage enables 

one to boldly endure pains and fears; with moderation, one enjoys appropriate pleasures 

without becoming captive to them. Courage is useful in war; the pleasures enjoyed in 

moderation are generally found in peace. Since war puts the existence of the city as a whole at 

risk, courage gains great honors; the domain of moderation is the private life, the dining room 

and the bedroom; hidden from view, the practice of moderation earns no accolades (696d). No 

awards are given for eating healthily or drinking without effect on one’s faculties.  

As complementary virtues, having courage without moderation is analogous to being 

right-handed or left-handed: imbalance is common and perhaps natural;13 few human beings 

are ambidextrous; few are as moderate as they are courageous, or vice versa (634a). In the case 

of handedness, in fact, ambidexterity often provides no great practical advantage—doing 

something with both hands equally is often no more effective than doing it with one or the 

other—so a modest imbalance is easily endured. Differences in handedness are slight by 

nature: it is only long, consistent habituation to one-hand or the other for a particular practice 

that exaggerates the difference and makes us “like cripples” in the off-hand (794e; cf. 781c).14 

 
11 The stranger later suggests that the Dorians are not wrong to attribute a primacy to courage at the origins of the 
city, as terror is the general condition at the emergence of the city (791e).  
12 Gymnastic training may provide some assistance in resisting pleasures (636a, 647d). The stranger notes 
outstanding athletes who, for the love of victory, practiced moderation in subordination to their gymnastic 
activities (840a-c).  
13 Magnificence and courage are masculine-looking, the orderly and the moderate “should be proclaimed, in legal 
convention and speech,” as feminine (802e). To my mind, the guarded way in which this is stated suggests some 
uncertainty about the degree to which any differences in gender are by nature.  
14 There is nothing in playing the lyre that requires the instrument to be held in the right hand or the left (Paul 
McCartney strung his bass backwards). In this passage, the stranger is speaking about handedness and 
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With the virtues, great imbalances entail significant risks: a very courageous man, capable of 

enduring great fear and pain, may be bold enough to seek, obtain, and indulge in great 

pleasures; he may be sufficiently fearless to be immune to shame, and prone to licentiousness 

or tyranny (661e). Conversely, the moderation man of peace may lack the capacity for self-

defense and boldness in danger.15 Yet engaged with two Dorians, the stranger is principally 

concerned with how an education in courage may be defective with respect to moderation 

(635b-e).  

 In drawing the Dorians to consider an education in moderation, the stranger tells what 

he calls “the myth of virtue,” a metaphor for the soul. Each “living being” is a divine puppet, a 

marionette; he says, moreover, we do not know whether the puppet is, “put together for [the 

gods’] play or for some serious purpose” (644d). The tendons or cords on the puppet are the 

passions, jerking our limbs this way and that; the cords are strong as iron, with one exception: 

there is a single soft and golden cord, the cord of reason [lit: calculation, logismos]. In this 

metaphor for the soul, reason is most valuable but weak, unable in itself to command or 

oppose any passion; furthermore, aside from the status of reason, there is no hierarchy in the 

soul, no ranking of threads; reason has no natural ally; to follow the thread of reason, passion 

must counterbalance passion. Take the passion of fear: one of our most common fears is the 

fear of what others might think of us, that is, shame (647a). Following the gentle, golden cord 

of reason, one tries to have fear and fearlessness, pain and pleasures, each in the right 

measure, balancing them off one another (cf. 636d). In a tense balance, the person acting from 

shame contemns pleasures while secretly desiring them (656a). Virtue, by contrast, is a 

habituated harmony (symphonia) between the passions and reason (653b).  

Given that an education for courage exists in Sparta, and given that one can hardly point 

to a city famous for its analogous education in moderation, the education in moderation 

appears to be a greater challenge for the lawgiver. Pleasures and desires are no less challenging 

than pains and fears: [quote:] “every animal has a natural, erotic longing, is full of frenzy, and 

 
ambidexterity literally, in gymnastics, but the metaphorical interpretation clearly applies (cf. 794d, 796c, on 
Athena and gymnastic education for women; also 634a).  
15 The Laws 814b. The strangers suggests that women who are not gymnastically trained are less able than females 
of other species to defend their young; their education has made them worse than they would be by nature.  
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[it] refuses to listen if someone says it ought to do anything except satisfy the pleasures and 

desires… (782e).” Beyond the need for food and drink, the greatest need is the “erotic longing… 

which makes human beings burn with complete madness,” with “an insolent flame” (783a). In 

Sparta, the desire for food and drink is controlled through common meals, at least for the men: 

the bodily needs, generally satisfied in the privacy of one’s home where few can see what one 

does, are met instead in public, in the sight of fellow citizens, and are thus moderated by 

shame. What then, is to be done about the sharpest of the three needs, erotic longing? How 

can moderation be taught there? We might return from Sparta to Plato’s Republic, where the 

family is dispensed with altogether. There is no private property, no household, no exclusive 

marriage. Women are educated with men, and the guardians mate with guardians according to 

a lottery, or at the judgment of the rulers. The most intimate matters are laid bare to serve the 

city. Of course, in The Laws, it is the second-best city that is described; private property and 

exclusive marriage are preserved. And so alternative means are devised to bring private desire 

under public regulation: for example, to ensure that young people are well-matched in 

marriage, they participate in choral dances, naked, so that, on the wedding day, there are no 

surprises for the bride, the groom, or their families (771e-772a). He then flirts with the notion 

of the matching brides and grooms, each with those with opposite characters, drawing an 

analogy to mixing wine in order to make it less intoxicating (773d). Recognizing that this would 

be laughed at, or even make people angry, and he leaves it out of the law. The stranger later 

admits that the laws of the city can hardly educate in erotic matters without exercising a degree 

of control over private minutiae that is laughable and brings the law into ill-repute (789e-790a).  

What the city cannot control by explicit legislation, may perhaps be restrained through 

reverential awe. The lawgiver can “enslave a certain desire” by having everyone whatever hold 

the prohibition against it to be sacred—declaring the desire impious, shameful, and hateful to 

the gods (838c-d). When everyone, at all times, says the same things about that desire, the 

desire vanishes. To prove the point, he gives the example of incest: so uniform is the 

condemnation of it that there isn’t the “slightest desire for this sort of intercourse” (838b); it 

takes no great self-restraint to refrain from it even when we are unrestrained in other ways 

(838a). Even when it is spoken about, as in tragedies or comedies, the speeches have the effect 
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of reinforcing the prohibition (838c).16 So reverential awe successfully instills self-restraint in 

erotic matters, at least in certain specific cases; it appears to be a functional substitute for the 

virtue of moderation.17 The stranger notes, however, that it is very difficult to create new awe-

laden prohibitions (839d). Moreover, the effect of such prohibitions may be not to prevent the 

prohibited deeds altogether, but to ensure that they are well-concealed and never spoken of.  

 

If reverential awe were a sufficient solution to the problem of how to educate towards 

moderation, it is difficult to see why the lawgiver would ordain comedies by law, since 

comedies tend to give voice exactly to the shameful things that reverential awe covers in 

silence. In fact, comedy may put the conventional gods into question, attacking awe at its 

source. The thought that I have wanted to test is that comedy may be an alternative means to 

educate in moderation. Early in the book, before the description of the second-best regime 

begins, the stranger persuades the Dorians, contrary to their own educations, that a well-

regulated drinking party would be a way to teach citizens the moderate enjoyment of private 

pleasures. Yet all discussion of the drinking parties disappears when the second-best regime is 

constructed in earnest; perhaps comedy has taken their place. But before looking at the all-too-

brief defense of comedy, let us consider the adjacent discussion of tragedy.  

The entry point to the discussion of drama is a brief discussion of dance. The citizens 

practice “serious” dances, imitating noble bodies in solemn movements; they do not practice 

the dances that imitate shameful bodies in base motions (814e). Immediately thereafter, 

tragedy is called the “serious” form of poetry, leading one to suspect that it, too, will be 

admitted into the city. The stranger imagines the tragic poets coming to the city, whereupon 

he, speaking to them in voice of the lawgiver, says: “Best of strangers… we ourselves are poets, 

who have to the best of our ability created a tragedy that is the most beautiful and best; at any 

 
16 The stranger adds: when incest is spoken of in tragedies, those who commit it punish themselves. Incest is 
spoken of in The Republic; does this work contradict the general observation made in The Laws?  
17 I have played a little fast and lose here: in 838b-839d, the stranger speaks of the “art” of making the laws 
“sacred” (kathierow, to consecrate). I have assumed that the consecrated laws instill “the despotic mistress—Awe” 
(despotis… tis aidws) in the citizens, although awe is described rather earlier (698b). The stranger says that the 
early Athenians were “slaves to the laws” and therefore had a “strong sense of friendship” (698c, 699c), although, 
it seems, neither prudence nor freedom (comparing the Athenians with the account of the Persians at 694b; also, 
at 700e-701b, the Athenians gained freedom and lost their awe, becoming shameless and mindless).  
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rate, our whole political regime is constructed as the imitation of the most beautiful and best 

way of life, which we at least assert to be the truest tragedy… You are poets… and we are your 

rivals as artists and performers of the most beautiful drama… so don’t suppose that we will 

ever easily… allow you to come among us” (817b-c).  

What could it mean that the city itself is the truest tragedy? That tragedy is an imitation 

of the life of a great and serious (spoudaios) person sounds familiar, yet nothing is said about 

what we might associate with tragedy, that the great person commits an error, that there is a 

reversal of fortune and a recognition of error (Poetics 1448a1, 1452a15). The city [regime] is a 

poem, an imitation of the most beautiful and best way of life, fated to fall. Falling short appears 

to be essential to the regime as such. As we have said, what is being described is the second-

best city, itself already a deliberate retreat from the best (739a). The thumbnail description of 

the best regime reminds us of The Republic, where two books are devoted to the description of 

the gradual degeneration of the best regime from a monarchy into timocracy, from timocracy 

into oligarchy, and so on, finally to tyranny. As each political arrangement coincides with a basic 

human type, the structure of a soul, the decline of the regime coincides with a decline of in the 

type of soul. The best regime is intended to reveal the soul of the just human being, and the 

descent from the best regime reveals the fall of the soul as well, slipping further from the 

highest form.18 Perhaps the regime is a tragedy, and the lawgivers are its poets, because 

however high it aims in educating and fostering the highest human types, it inevitably falls 

short of its goal, and the regime itself, and its citizens, decline.  

It is not quite right to say that the stranger excludes tragic poets from the second-best 

city, for the lawgivers themselves are tragic poets, and other poets, too, might be admitted if 

they conceived of the best and most beautiful life in the same way as the lawgivers. It is strange 

then that the citizens—who are themselves actors in the best and most beautiful tragedy, and 

who never (or rarely) view a tragedy besides their own—should then be spectators of comedy, 

viewing and laughing at “shameful bodies and thoughts.” Why is this? Let me give the all-too-

easy-answer first: the stranger says, “for someone who is going to become prudent can’t learn 

 
18 A somewhat analogous degeneration of regimes is assumed The Laws as well. The stranger describes two fine 
historical regimes, Athens and Persia, a fine democracy and a fine monarchy, and subsequently explains how each 
degenerates into a different sort of tyranny. The accounts appear to fall in the genre of historical fiction.  
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the serious things without learning the laughable, or, for that matter, anything without its 

opposite” (816d). The citizens learning to be serious (spoudaioi) must strive for what is noble 

and beautiful, and to do so, they should have some detached acquaintance with the shameful 

and the base, precisely as what is to be avoided. Each of the virtues has shameful vices 

associated with it that could find their way into comedy—cowardice or injustice, for example—

yet moderation seems to be the virtue that deals most of all with the shameful and the base, 

the things that we strive most to conceal. Recall that in the best regime, the private functions in 

which the desires are most powerful—food, drink, and sex—are brought out into the public; 

the private is eliminated so that all the citizens can be united in their pains and pleasures 

(464a). The functions, in themselves, are not beautiful, and it is not easy to see how they could 

be performed in a beautiful or noble way.19 Comedy brings them out into the open: one sees in 

the light of day the madness of erotic longing, gluttony, avarice, distorted bodily functions, the 

ugly or the low in excess. Yet while shame is itself painful—it is the pain of having our faults 

revealed that induces us to fight against some pleasures—laughter is pleasurable. In comedy 

we contemplate varying degrees of the shameful with delight, in others, at a distance, perhaps 

with a slight sense of superiority, but knowing we are not so far from the faults we observe.  

This account, even if it is correct, is not sufficient. This apology for comedy accepts an 

entirely conventional notion of what is laughable and shameful. Shame suppresses and 

conceals desire; comedy becomes a means for revealing what is concealed, letting it be 

uncomfortably seen, sharing in the pleasure of scorn, while still tacitly allowing that 

concealment and suppression is proper. By this account, the laughable reinforces the 

conventional notion of the shameful.20 One might then ask: if this were true, why might it be 

better to educate in moderation through comedy than through reverential awe? The latter 

suppresses speech about the shameful; the former gives voice to the shameful, brings it to 

sight, dwells in it. It titillates as it chastises, it contemplates the shameful, with embarrassment 

and with pleasure. Comedy could loosen the hold of shame and awe, in thought if not in deed.21  

 
19 I am thinking of Aristotle’s treatment of moderation, in which, compared to the other ethical virtues, the 
beautiful plays a very small role. It appears only once, at the very end (1119b16).  
20 Benardete 1989, 115.  
21 By analogy, the stranger says that one should never joke with domestic servants (oiketes), as it renders them less 
ready to be ruled (778a).  
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We have to go further into the variability in the laughable or the shameful. It was noted 

already that the stranger, insofar as he is speaking as a lawgiver, is a poet, the author of the 

truest tragedy.22 If we take the narrative as a poem, one notes that the features of any regime 

that would trigger laughter change; what the listener might find shameful or base changes. 

Each step one takes from the common regimes, to the arguably better ones, involves proposing 

something laughable, often so laughable, that the step is thought to be impossible. If one were 

to propose to an existing regime that all of the men should take their meals in common, 

separated from their families, from their wives and children, in order to strengthen their 

education, not just in their youth but throughout their lives, most humans would find this 

absurd, not to be taken seriously, and not practicable, or at least not sustainable. And yet, as 

the stranger points out, this was the way that the Spartans [and Cretans] had lived, for 

generations, so that to them there would be nothing remarkable in it.23 The next step, which is 

said to be correct according to nature (780c), would be to ordain that women as well as men 

share in common meals—for it does little good to bring men’s lives into order through the 

practice, and to leave the lives of women, private and concealed from the public, in 

comparative disorder. Yet this, too, is laughable—laughable especially for the Spartan used to 

common meals for men alone—it is laughable to compel “the race of women” to be “dragged 

by force into the light” so that their public education be the same as men’s, when they have 

heretofore been “habituated… [to] an indoor way of life” (781c).24 Of course, while common 

meals are foreign to us (except in rare circumstances) as far as the education of women is 

concerned, for us, here and now, the opposite is true: it would be shameful to exclude women 

from public events, or from the education that goes with them, but to force them back into an 

entirely private existence.  

 
22 See also The Laws 811c, where the stranger, not as a putative lawgiver in an existing city, but as someone who 
only discourses about the laws, says he speaks as a poet.  
23 The stranger says that the institution, at its beginning, aroused “amazement” (780b). Laughter is mentioned 
later. The laughable and the amazing seem related, as the word for “puppet” (thauma) means something that is 
wonderous or amazing.  
24 Benardete (2000) points out that common meals for women are separate from those for men (211; 806d-e).  
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At this point the stranger’s theme becomes the malleability of customs and the 

customary sense of shame, but in order to emphasize the malleability of customs, he dives 

behind this to the variability of nature itself. He quickly notes, for example, that the climate has 

gone through revolutions, and animals have gone through many transformations (782a). So it 

should not be surprising if customary human practices should also have gone through strange 

but great changes, such as the severity of human sacrifice, on the one hand, and the gentleness 

of abstaining from animal flesh, on the other (782c). We laugh when our sense of shame is 

violated, but we don’t know at first chuckle whether the laughable in each case is something 

merely unfamiliar and contrary to custom, or unnatural or impossible: we would have to know 

whether our hypothetically violated convention is aligned with or opposed to nature, and for 

this we would need to know the natural with some degree of certainty.  

As the stranger pulls apart the conventional and the natural, and attributes to both 

some degree of variability, he presses on to still more laughable political measures. The 

stranger proposes that midwives be appointed to enter into the homes of newlyweds, to 

observe them and to make sure that their frenzied erotic longings are satisfied in a way that 

they apply “intelligence” to the procreative act (783e-784c).25 (What this means is not 

explained.) If the young people do something sinful or foolish, the midwives may exhort or 

threaten them (784c) and report them at the temple of Artemis. The stranger lays out these 

practices in apparent seriousness, yet one assumes with some sense of humor. If dining and sex 

are both generally private, certainly moving private dining out into the public could not more 

laughable than inserting public authorities into the bedroom.  

In order to follow this pattern, in which laughable measures are proposed for the sake 

of improving the city, one must pass briefly from discussion of the second-best regime, to the 

best-regime simply, from the The Laws to The Republic. As all readers of the dialogue know, in 

the “women’s drama,” Socrates is compelled by his interlocutors to consider several practices 

that are progressively more radical than anything in The Laws, practices that, according to 

 
25 Great pleasure leads to insolence and mindlessness (637a, 641b). The stranger digresses in order to explain the 
plausibility of including women in the common meals, but then postpones completion of the discussion about 
common meals in order to discuss procreation. It seems the arrangement of the common meals must be guided by 
and arrangement concerning procreation, but the latter is never sufficiently defined to lead back to the former.  
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Socrates himself, ought to elicit waves of laughter: (1) that women, together with men, young 

and old (!), should exercise naked, sharing in the same education (452b; cf. The Laws), (2) that 

all wives and children should be held in common, so that no parent will know its offspring, and 

no child will know its specific parents (457d), and, finally, (3) that the philosophers rule as kings, 

or that kings philosophize (473c).26 The laughable character of each wave appears confirmed by 

the way Socrates’ speeches cut across the plays of Aristophanes: first, the Assemblywomen, in 

which the Athenian women, posing as men, come to rule the city and abolish private property 

as well as the nuclear family, and second, The Clouds, where the extreme privacy and the 

political ineptness of the philosopher are put on display. The first two waves of Socrates’s 

discourse—the commonality of property and families—take the risk of entertaining seriously 

what was perfectly farcical in the hands of Aristophanes, while the third wave flies in the face of 

Aristophanes’ farce, to entertain in thought what even the comic poet would put beyond 

laughable.  

The ascent through the progressively more laughable proposals is simultaneously an 

ascent, according to the arguments, towards what is best for the city: a city in which the 

relation among its parts shows forth, writ large, the structure of a soul that possesses all of the 

virtues (427e); a city in which citizens share all pleasures and pains, and which is therefore the 

most unified (462b); and a city in which the rulers have knowledge, rather than opinion, of the 

good. It seems necessary, in the wake of each eruption of laughter, to pause to take seriously 

the laughable, in order to think what is natural, best, or highest.  

Although the stranger—speaking in the person of the lawgiver—has referred to himself 

as a rival to the tragic poets, the fact that the ascent involves repeated consideration of the 

laughable might make his poem appear comic more that tragic. In fact, somewhat prior to the 

discussion of comedy and tragedy, the stranger upsets the two Dorians by treating lawgiving 

not as a serious enterprise, but as a kind of play, thus, elevating play over politics generally. 

“The affairs of human beings are not worthy of great seriousness; yet it is necessary to be 

serious about them” (803b). “I assert that what is serious should be treated seriously, and what 

 
26 Only at the third wave does Socrates explicitly call it a wave of laughter. In the present reading, I am struck by 
how little Glaucon is inclined to laugh at these proposals which Socrates anticipates as laughable.  
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is not serious should not, and that by nature god is worthy of complete, blessed seriousness, 

but… what is human, as we said earlier, has been devised as a certain plaything of god, and that 

this is really the best thing about it. Every man and woman should spend life in this way, playing 

the noblest possible games, and thinking about them in a way that is the opposite of the way 

they [are] now thought about” (803c).  

In the common opinion, war is the most serious human affair: the trial of war requires 

boldness, virtue, and endurance. Yet, also in the common opinion, war is for the sake of peace, 

and peace gives us time for recreation and play (803d). In the common view, the high 

perversely serves the low. The stranger rectifies this, letting the low serve the high, elevating 

the play of peace over the toil of war. The most serious thing is education, the kinds of play that 

form one’s character; because the things that appear to be play are, in fact, the most serious, 

one should spend one’s life at peace as far as possible. In singing, dancing, and sacrificing, 

humans, “live out their lives in accordance with the way of nature, being puppets, for the most 

part, but sharing in small portions of the truth” (804b). At this point, the stranger does not 

explain the connection between the seriousness of god and the seriousness of human play.  

The Spartan, not surprisingly, is alarmed by stranger’s assertion: “you are belittling our 

human race,” literally, “you are making [humanity] base” (phaulos), making it fit for comedic 

scorn. And why not? If the human is a divine puppet, a marionette, a plaything of the gods, one 

might say that humans are merely players in the comedy of the god.27 Puppet shows are 

entertainments for mere children, beneath even the youths who prefer comedy (658c). Yet 

confronted by the Spartan’s sudden indignant outburst, the stranger does relent: “Don’t be 

amazed… but forgive me! For I was looking away toward the god… let our race be something… 

not base then, if it is dear (philos) to you, but worthy of certain seriousness” (804b, trans. 

modified).  

The stranger says we do not know whether we puppets are put together for a serious or 

playful purpose, and so the discourse itself toggles back and forth—the stranger says human 

 
27 Russon: since the stranger says the human is “devised as a plaything (paignion) of the god,” and Liddel and Scott 
(1940) suggests “comedy” as a possible translation of paignion (citing Laws 816e; Pangle, “the play that provokes 
laughter”; Bury, “laughable amusements”), this passage might be translated, the human is “devised as a comedy of 
the god” (in Recco/Sanday 2013, 153). In the four types of entertainment—puppet shows, comedies, tragedies, 
and epic—clearly puppet shows and comedies stand close to one another, as do tragedies and epics.  
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things are not worthy of great seriousness, and yet also says that is it necessary to be serious 

about them, in measure. In investigating the worth of play, let me not be understood to say 

that we can afford not to take human affairs, including war, seriously—daily events testify to 

the compulsion to do so. In the course of this oscillation, however—first attributing seriousness 

to human affairs, then likening them to a puppet show, only to take them seriously again—the 

degree of seriousness is diminished. This toggling is apparent in how the narrative of the book 

itself is appraised. Is it serious or playful? As mentioned before, coincidentally, the Cretan has 

been appointed to found a new city (702b). Magnesia will have the laws of Crete, although the 

Cretan will adopt better laws if he can find them, and so he is eager for the three of them to 

construct the city in speech as a resource for his actual political work. The actual city is a test, a 

confirmation or a refutation (elenchus), of the city in speech (702b); by this account, the city, 

Magnesia, is the serious work, the proof which then elevates the discourse from being a mere 

prudent game for old men to “a serious pursuit for real men” (769a).28  

The stranger takes a different stance: the stranger is happy to take on the part of the 

lawgiver, for example, in his fictive conversation with the tragic poets, but when he is asked by 

Cretan to join them in Magnesia as an actual lawgiver, he responds with silence (969d). He is 

not a lawgiver, he only plays one. The stranger better appreciates the distance between their 

discourse and the city: when setting out the city in speech, one can assume that whatever is 

said is realized according to one’s thought (736b). The lawgiver of the city in speech has a 

freedom “in act” that only a tyrant could have in a city in deed (710a, cf. 711d, 735d). In speech 

one can enact the laughable, even the impossible. If one looks away from the obstructing 

circumstances, describing the city is like telling a dream (746a). Even the second-best city, with 

its concessions to necessity, is still only a model (746b). It is a “moderate game” for old men 

(paidian sophrona; 685a),29 a “mythic legend” (mythologia; 752a), or an elaborate “painting” 

that is never quite finished, always needing a little more detail (769d).30  

 
28 The toggling between taking politics seriously and taking it as a moderate game is intended to mirror the earlier 
described balance of courage and moderation, that is, not to be excessively right-handed or left-handed.  
29 Cf. 769a, a “prudent game” of old men (emphron paidia).  
30 The stranger says that he would never voluntarily leave the mythologia unfinished. But when he likens their 
discourse to a painting, he says it is necessary to leave parts undone for others to finish. Cf. 889d ff., for a 
discussion of which arts follow nature to a greater degree, and which to a lesser (e.g., farming, medicine, or 
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In the serious view of politics, human beings are credited with greater agency over their 

common life. In this mode, one would say that a wise lawgiver such as Lycurgus saw the benefit 

of citizens eating together, both for the purpose of combatting luxury and for making the 

citizens feel pleasures and pains in common. If, by contrast, one views the human being as a 

divine puppet, a plaything, human agency is obviously diminished. When the stranger discusses 

the founding of Sparta, he never names Lycurgus, and he attributes essential elements of the 

regime to chance. For example, he says that the practice of common meals arose under some 

accidental necessity, lost to history (691b-692a; 780b).31 The scope of the art of lawgiving is 

narrowed.  

Which is worthier of greater seriousness, the founding of the city of Magnesia, or the 

moderate game of old men, a poem of spinning out laws in the best form that they can 

conceive? The ascent in words alone from an existing regime to the best is a step-wise progress 

through the progressively more laughable, a moderate game of thinking through how (and 

whether) the city can imitate or realize the best and most beautiful life. For the actual lawgivers 

and statesmen who bring into existence and sustain a city, as an imitation of the best and most 

beautiful life, the story is a tragedy, the truest tragedy. Each step down the ladder of regimes 

involves a failure of politics to imitate or realize human excellence. The more seriously we take 

political affairs, and the effort to build the regime in a way that realizes human excellence, the 

more lawgiver and statesmen become poets and actors in a tragedy. Yet the stranger in invites 

his interlocutors to invert their viewpoint, to see the ladder of regimes not as a tragic descent, 

but as a comic ascent. The narrative is a prudent game, occasionally comic and certainly playful, 

even if the difficulties or impossibilities that prompt our laughter and amazement are also the 

stuff of tragedy.32 If the city is already in some sense a tragedy, one might see the the utility of 

 
gymnastics vs. painting, music, or lawgiving). If this is the view of stranger, nature may not tightly constrain law or 
convention, which is why the laughable may be contrary to convention but not nature. Some caution is warranted 
here: the stranger may be paraphrasing the atheist on a view that is in need of correction.  
31 The Cretan accepts this explanation of common meals without objection, even though the dialogue begins under 
the pretext that Minos gave the laws of Crete under the guidance of Zeus. The Spartan is silent. Cf. 709a-b: “no 
human being ever legislates anything”! In reference to Sparta, the stranger attributes the character of the regime 
to “a god” (i.e., to the chance birth of twin princes), and to an unnamed man mixed with some divine power 
(Lycurgus?) who established the senate and the Ephors. The scope of the art of legislation is narrowed, but not 
nothing.  
32 Influenced here by Benardete 1989, 115: “The laugh, Socrates had implied, always signals tragedy.”  
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contemplating comedy, if it frees one to pry into shameful and the laughable, searching for 

what is best beyond familiar convention and to the limits of nature, to think through what is 

best, without grief, even if impracticable or impossible.  

 

How does all this pertain to an education for moderation? If we return to the “myth of 

virtue,” the metaphor of the living being as a divine puppet, one notices something peculiar. As 

noted before, under the Spartan notion of virtue, focused as it is on courage, virtue is ‘victory 

over oneself.’ Virtue in this account requires a hierarchical account of soul: victory is virtue only 

if the victorious part is better. Yet the Dorians give no account of the soul distinguishing the 

better and worse parts, and no account of how the better gains leverage over the worse. In the 

picture of the soul given by the stranger—the divine puppet—there is hierarchy only insofar the 

thread of reason is golden, but not insofar as any part has leverage over any other. In leading 

the Dorians to consider an education aiming at moderation no less than courage, he gives a 

picture of the soul in which “victory over oneself” is impossible.33 Indeed, to state what has 

been obvious, yet too easy to pass by, if we take the myth of the divine puppet seriously, it is 

not clear that one has a particular power or agency through which to attain virtue. Perhaps we 

have it only if the playing-gods give it to us.  

When the stranger first pushes back against the Cretan, questioning whether virtue can 

be understood as victory over oneself, he asks: in a civil war, which is better? A conquest in 

which the victor destroys or purges the conquered? Or a reconciliation, where a judge brings 

the good and the wicked into peace and friendship (628a-b)? Friendship is preferred. As noted 

before, virtue is said to be a habituated harmony, or the consonance of reasons with pleasures 

and likings, with pains and hatreds (653b). Internal friendship or consonance sounds like a low 

state, but it is the necessary condition for prudence, the highest of the four virtues. Even if one 

 
33 Cf. Republic 430e. Socrates introduces his discovery of moderation in the constructed city by pointing out the 
ridiculousness of being “stronger than oneself” because one is therefore also “weaker than oneself.” Here, 
moderation in particular is called a kind of harmony (431e); this virtue does not reside in a part, but stretches 
through the whole. In The Laws, the stranger says the myth of virtue makes “somewhat clearer” what “superior to 
oneself” means: it says what the best part is, but not how it acquires superiority. Perhaps I am not clear enough: I 
mean to contrast the hierarchical picture of the tripartite soul in The Republic, where the focus lies on justice, with 
less structured picture of the divine puppet in The Laws, where the focus lies on moderation.  
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has speed and agility in figuring things out, cleverness is still “ignorance” when there is no 

consonance among pleasures, pains, and reason; it is an ignorance not of the reasoning part 

narrowly, but an ignorance of the soul as a whole (689a-d). Prudence is not a distinct faculty or 

specific power of the soul, but a virtue of the whole, an acquired condition of it. Thinking well 

does not enter and conquer the soul like a general at war, but arises out of and gains strength 

from the friendly balance of pleasures and pains, good and bad. The stranger goes so far as to 

say that lawgiver who aims at friendship, at moderation, and at prudence, aims at one and the 

same thing (693c), eliding the differences between them.34 This is an excellence of soul befitting 

a divine puppet, but to view the human as a divine puppet is to view human affairs staged more 

as comedy than tragedy. Conversely, contemplating comedy may enable one to view human 

affairs in the right frame of mind, being ready to make peace and friendship between the high 

and the low, the noble and the base, to bring the threads into consonance. In this sense, the 

acquisition of prudence depends on viewing and learning the laughable.  

 

The climax of the dialogue ends with an excessively subtle joke. For reasons too many to 

explain, the stranger proposes that a prison be established for atheists who come in a variety of 

kinds. Some, although just by nature, are frank in speech about their atheism and spread 

impiety by means of ridicule; others are unrestrained in their passions and full of guile; they are 

agile learners with strong memories (908c).35 The prison is near to where officials of the city, 

the guardians of the education, meet privately at night to discuss the sufficiency and goodness 

of the laws.36 The proximity of the prison to the council enables these city officials to converse 

with the imprisoned atheists. They discuss at length whether the gods exist and why, whether 

they care for human things, and whether they can be persuaded by prayers (885b). The 

arguments about the gods, conducted in private, are like a swift river that is dangerous to 

 
34 Eliding the difference between sophrosune and phronesis. To be fair, the stranger also suggests that his 
argument lacks precision at this point; a more precise account would delineate the differences. Yet I take seriously 
the possibility that prudence is a virtue, not a faculty, that it has to be attained by the soul as a whole, and that 
intelligence is also not a faculty, but something to be prayed for (687e).  
35 They are frank in speech about the gods, sacrifices, and oaths. Ridicule, katagelaw, is to laugh down at.  
36 It turns out that the most secretive element in the second-best city is, strangely, the feature best-known about 
the book, it’s worst kept secret, and I assume, not by accident.  
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enter; one has to be strong enough to ford it (892d-e). My description does little to convey how 

puzzling all this is. The prison is called “the moderation-place,” and as the conversations are 

said to be theological, one might wonder why the explicit outcome is moderation. Of the two 

kinds of prisoners, one sounds like he might be a comic poet: frank in speech, naturally just, and 

full of ridicule, the comedic prisoner is in the “moderation-place” although he may not be in 

need of moderation.37 

When the stranger first called living beings “divine puppets,” one imagined Olympian 

gods pulling the threads, the way Aphrodite revenged herself upon Hippolytus by setting 

Phaedra aflame, or the way Oedipus sought in vain to evade the oracle. Yet in order to defend 

the existence of gods, the stranger argues for a different sort of god; he argues that, among all 

bodies, there exists a self-moving motion that is prior to all other motions, and prior to that first 

motion there exists soul. The existence of the gods is defended; the Olympian deities are not. In 

addition, the gods are not moved by prayer. These inquiries appear to be the singing, dancing, 

and sacrificing that is the most serious play (804b). It is natural for humans to pray that all 

things come about in accord with their will (lit: command; 687c), but this may prove unwise, as 

when Theseus begged Poseidon for revenge upon Hippolytus. The stranger says it is better not 

to pray unless one prays with prudence, or perhaps one should pray simply to possess 

intelligence (687e, 688c). In the end, we are divine puppets not because the playful-gods pull 

on our threads, but because, despite our limited agency and lowly status—comically pulled to-

and-fro by passions—we may think our way, with as much precision as we can muster, to 

questions about the divine, about the first things. If there are puppeteers at all, they appear to 

be the poets and their rivals, the poetizing lawgivers.  

The excessively subtle joke is that Plato coins a word, sophronisterion, the “moderation-

place,” to echo a joke from Aristophanes’ The Clouds, in which Socrates and his students live in 

the phrontisterion, the “thinking-place.” In the thinking-place what do we see? An analysis of 

how far a flea can jump, the denial of Zeus’s existence,38 and how to win unjust lawsuits by 

 
37 The first is called just by nature, the second is said to have good disposition by nature, euphues, that is, naturally 
clever. Perhaps the comic poet has elements of both kinds of atheists (if the types can be blended), in which case 
he would be in need of moderation. There are, in fact, three prisons; I have described only the second; it is not 
clear how the different kinds of atheists are distributed among the prisons.  
38 In favor of Vortex (Whirl, 380) or Chaos (Void, 424)?  
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specious arguments. Here a youth is corrupted and becomes insolent, willing to beat his father, 

and, as a result, the vindictive father destroys the Thinking-place. In the Moderation-place, by 

contrast, the conversation of adults with incontinent youths leads [sometimes] to moderation, 

to the salvation of souls (909a). The Thinking-place is dangerous to the city; the Moderation-

place may be the salvation of it. While the comic poet jokingly placed the philosopher in a 

house destroyed by lawless vengeance, the philosopher, in turn, put the comic poet in a prison 

where he could converse with the best men of the city, or, perhaps, so they could converse 

with him.39 There is so much I do not understand about this last little game, yet it might be said 

at least that the philosopher thought better of the comic poet than the poet of the philosopher.  
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